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This edition of Gambit’s Human Capital Market Review highlights the

continued attractiveness of the Human Capital sector to both financial

and strategic acquirors as a defensive and stable investment during

recent geopolitical and macroeconomic volatility. In light of a potential

economic slowdown in 2023, acquirors’ focus continues to be on

resilient recruiters with large active candidate pools and tech enabled

recruitment processes. A sharp rise in average transaction values to the

levels observed during the pandemic in H222 illustrates this flight to

quality, with recruiters servicing high growth, candidate scarce sub-

sectors continuing to attract appetite.

In H222, Gambit was delighted to collaborate with The Recruiter in

compiling the 2022 ‘HOT 100’ list, which features the 100 most

productive and profitable UK recruiters. This year’s edition highlighted a

significant raising of the bar, with high levels of year-on-year

productivity growth achieved. Within this report, we outline some of the

key findings which, compounded by resilient M&A activity, puts the

Human Capital market on a positive footing for 2023.

H222 Summary

• Human Capital acquisitions involving financial acquirors in H222

remained consistent relative to previous periods, still representing

around a third of all transactions within the sector.

• One of the primary focuses of acquirors continues to be on recruiters

specialising in sub-sectors that can offer sustained levels of growth

through periods of economic volatility.

• Despite a slight reduction in the number of completed transactions

in the sector in H222, deal values continued to rise to levels seen

during the highs of Q318.

• Despite the recent tightening of credit conditions, acquirors remain

well capitalised and continue to proactively seek acquisitions in the

Human Capital sector.

• The recovery in Human Capital public company valuation multiples

is representative of increasing confidence against a backdrop of

significant skills and talent shortages.

• Sustained levels of ‘dry-powder’ amongst Private Equity firms will

drive continued appetite and will support both deal volumes and

deal values throughout 2023.

• Continued strength in major global currencies relative to Sterling

makes the UK an attractive M&A market for international acquirors as

they perceive UK assets to be priced at a relative discount.

• With anticipation of a General Election and subsequent rise in the UK

Capital Gains Tax rate in 2024, Human Capital business owners

should consider their options whilst the current tax environment
remains favourable and acquiror appetite remains high.

“As the UK 

economy 

continues to grow 

and vacancies 

remain at all time 

highs, recruiters 

continue to fall 

under the 

spotlight for 

acquirors seeking 

stable and secure 

investments”



Company Name                                                                                                                 

EV/EBITDA

Q1 

2022

Q2 

2022

Q3 

2022

Q4 

2022

Adecco S.A. (SWX) 6.7x 8.3x 7.6x 8.3x

Brunel International NV 

(ENXTAM)
7.9x 7.4x 6.0x 6.6x

Empresaria Group PLC (AIM) 4.2x 3.7x 3.1x 3.2x

Gattaca PLC (AIM) 5.2x 4.5x 5.2x 8.8x

Hays PLC (LSE) 8.5x 7.6x 6.8x 6.3x

Impellam Group PLC (AIM) 5.2x 5.6x 4.7x 6.1x

ManpowerGroup Inc (NYSE) 7.9x 5.9x 5.2x 6.0x

Page Group PLC (LSE) 10.7x 5.7x 4.2x 5.3x

Randstad Holding NV 

(ENXTAM)
7.6x 6.1x 5.9x 7.2x

Robert Half International Inc 

(NYSE)
15.7x 8.5x 7.4x 7.1x

Robert Walters PLC (LSE) 6.4x 4.0x 4.2x 5.0x

Staffline Group PLC (AIM) 5.5x 4.4x 4.4x 4.6x

SThree PLC (LSE) 6.5x 5.6x 4.5x 5.3x

Gambit Human Capital Index 7.5x 6.5x 5.7x 6.8x

Global M&A: Activity
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• Despite a correction in Q422, deal

volumes in Q322 reached a near five-

year high, driven by strong levels of

appetite for assets in key jurisdictions

such as the UK.

• Resilient UK M&A activity is likely to be

sustained in view of ongoing strong

labour market fundamentals, with

assets that are able to demonstrate

strong access to talent achieving

optimal valuations.

• In Q422, average deal values rose

sharply to reach a five-year high, a

trend that will likely continue into 2023

as valuation multiples for recruiters

specialising in high growth sub-sectors

remain robust.

• Despite recessionary concerns, the

Human Capital market has proven its

demonstrable resilience across all

stages of the economic cycle, which is

supporting sustained M&A activity, as

evidenced by resilient average deal

values in H222.

• Despite a slight recovery in the value

of Sterling in H222 relative to other

major global currencies, current

exchange rates offer international

acquirors an opportunity to acquire UK

businesses at a relative discount. This is

illustrated by 41% of all UK Human

Capital acquisition targets being

purchased by an overseas acquiror in

H222.

• Cash rich public companies remain

focused on the pursuit of aggressive

acquisition strategies to achieve

growth objectives and enhance

market ratings.

• With central banks across major global

markets continuing to pursue

contractionary, higher interest rate

based monetary policy to combat

inflationary pressures, Human Capital

business owners should look to

consider their options in 2023.



12.5%

• HRO & RPO remained the largest sector within the

global Human Capital M&A market in H222,

accounting for 33% of all transactions, as

businesses across all sectors prioritise efficiency

and productivity to achieve growth.

• Significant demand has been underpinned by the

expertise and assistance of quality assets that can

relieve companies of administrative burdens and

easing the complexities of tightened regulatory

compliance caused by Brexit and IR35.

• The sustained increase in deal volumes signals the

continuation of a period of heightened

consolidation in the sub-sector, and we expect

HRO & RPO to continue to comprise a significant

proportion of overall Human Capital M&A activity

going forward.

• In light of longstanding healthcare staffing

pressures in the UK, healthcare recruiters are

seeing an abundance of hiring activity,

particularly those servicing the temp market as

industrial action amongst nurses continues to

hinder NHS operations.

• The Healthcare sub-sector remained a core

target, particularly for financial acquirors, with

45% of Healthcare transactions involving financial

acquirors in H222.

• Despite many of the issues surrounding the

pandemic subsiding, UK healthcare spending as

a proportion of GDP remains at its highest point

on record, with much of this spending allocated

to resourcing to maintain the NHS’ 1.35 million

strong workforce. We believe this will sustain sub-

sector appetite over the medium to long term.

General Staffing

HRO & RPO

Sub-Sectors in Focus
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13%

%% change in deal volume from H122 to H222 % total deal volume in H222%

39%

21%5%

33%19%

36.2m

6.2%

£1.4bn

12%
48%

Executive Search

Healthcare

• Although general staffing transactions have seen

a resurgence in H222, acquirors remain focused

on targets that recruit into a diverse set of high

growth, defensive sub-sectors, namely

construction and healthcare.

• Increasing vacancy numbers has driven robust

growth for general staffing recruitment

companies, although acquirors continue to

place additional value upon specialists with

strong candidate pools.

• General staffing recruiters continue to play a

pivotal role in resourcing the record level of

vacancies in the UK and those that can

demonstrate strong talent access will attract

premium valuations.

• As companies across the spectrum seek to

streamline their operations and reduce operational

costs in response to increased inflation, executive

search recruiters received a reduced level of

interest internationally, although UK assets in the

sub-sector continue to attract robust levels of

appetite.

• Despite the recent decline in Executive Search

deal volumes from H122 to H222, the sector

remains one of the most prominent in the Human

Capital M&A market, representing 12% of all

transactions in H222.

• Executive search recruiters remain a primary

acquisition target for acquirors seeking bolt-on

acquisitions, particularly as many large, generalist

global staffing companies do not currently service

the Executive Search sub-sector.

Average NHS employee turnover rate

across all divisions
(Source: INHS, September 2022)

Total number of vacancies and filled

positions in the UK
(Source: ONS, December 2022)

Forecast CAGR for the global RPO

sector, 2022 - 2027
(Source: MarketResearch, October 

2022)

Size of the UK Executive Search

Recruitment market in 2022
(Source: IBISWorld, July 2022)
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Acquiror Profiles

Strategic Financial

Gambit’s View

With significant levels of current market activity, we set out below the key prominent acquiror groups and their current

focus areas when engaging with the Human Capital M&A market.

• With a UK General Election predicted to take place in 2024, there is anticipation of subsequent increases in

Capital Gains Tax rates. Human Capital business owners should consider their options through 2023 whilst the

current tax environment remains favourable and acquiror appetite remains high.

• Skills shortages affecting several prominent sectors makes the Human Capital market a relatively stable

investment for both strategic and financial acquirors amidst increasing macroeconomic and geopolitical

uncertainty.

• Acquirors, particularly those financing acquisitions using leverage, remain keen to complete deals of high growth

Human Capital assets prior to the anticipated rise in global interest rates, particularly in the UK where inflation is

reaching levels unseen since the early 1980’s.

• The decline in the value of Sterling relative to other major global currencies, namely the Euro and US Dollar,

makes the UK an increasingly attractive opportunity for international acquirors to purchase UK assets.

• Although credit markets are beginning to ‘tighten’ in anticipation of a wider macroeconomic slowdown, the

level of appetite amongst company executives to engage in M&A transactions remains robust, particularly

within high-growth, candidate scarce sub-sectors offering stable levels of demand.

• Human Capital companies that have successfully

evidenced profitability throughout economic cycles

will continue to attract appetite from financial

acquirors.

• Despite often having a broader market scope than

strategic acquirors, financial acquirors offer

valuable expertise in terms of improving operational

efficiency within companies that they acquire.

• The rising cost of debt has affected appetite in

recent periods, drawing financial acquirors’ focus

towards assets with high levels of recurring and

reoccurring revenue streams to maximise post-deal

debt serviceability.

• Financial acquirors have increased their scope and

scrutiny when conducting due diligence processes,

requiring adept and effective negotiation of key

transaction points, such as EBITDA adjustments and

normalised working capital.

• Despite the significant and gradually increasing

presence of financial acquirors in the Human

Capital M&A market, strategic acquirors remain the

prominent acquiror group, representing 63% of

transactions in H222.

• Due to a recent sectoral demand shift in the Human

Capital market, strategic acquirors are looking to

the M&A market to expand their presence within

high growth sub-sectors, increase their level of

diversification, or to pursue smaller bolt-on

acquisitions to complement their existing Human

Capital assets.

• The proportion of acquisitions by strategic acquirors

is set to increase further in 2022 as acquisitive

companies in the Human Capital market continue

to show strong levels of appetite to complete deals

prior to further potential central bank base rate rises.

13%
Of UK CFO’s state that expanding via

acquisition is their main strategic

priority in 2023
(Deloitte, January 2023)

$1.96T
Level of dry powder ready to be

deployed across Private Equity firms

globally
(Standard & Poor’s, December 2022)

4.6%
Forecasted peak UK interest rate

expected in Q2/Q3 2022
(Deloitte, January 2022)

5.1%
Fall in the value of Sterling relative to

the Euro in H222.
(Refinitiv, January 2023)



Gambit Corporate Finance has recently worked in

conjunction with The Recruiter magazine to create

the 2022 HOT 100 list, which recognises the UK

recruiters with the highest level of productivity,

measured by gross profit per employee. Recruiters

featured in this year’s list have rebounded strongly

in the period following the pandemic. Gambit’s

key recruitment market findings are outlined below.
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Recruitment Sector Insights

26.2%
Year-on-year revenue increase for the 2022 

HOT 100 cohort

£115k

Minimum gross profit per employee to be 

shortlisted, up more than 50% from the 

previous year

13%

Of 2022 HOT 100 recruiters are backed by a 

financial acquiror, all of which are specialists 

recruiting into high growth sub-sectors

Of HOT 100 recruiters specialise in servicing 

the Technology and IT sectors

42%

Average gross profit margin amongst 

companies featured in the list

Aggregate annual revenue for all companies 

featured in this year’s list 

£9.2bn

Companies backed by Private Equity 

achieved an average revenue growth 9% 

higher than non-backed companies 

Technology, Finance and Executive Search 

are the three most active sectors for the 

companies featured in this year’s list

37.7%

file:///C:/Users/williamh/OneDrive - Gambit Corporate Finance LLP/Documents/hot_100_feature_rec_janfeb23_full_lr_dragged.pdf


• While the current landscape continues to evolve, demonstrably resilient Human Capital

companies will continue to attract appetite.

• The UK Human Capital market remains under the spotlight for international acquirors as UK assets

continue to be sold at a relative discount due to the strength of other major global currencies

relative to Sterling.

• Whilst candidate shortages remain a challenge for recruiters, hirers are willing to pay premium

placement fees for talent access, enhancing profitability forecasts for Human Capital companies.

• With a UK General Election predicted to take place in 2024, and potentially significant changes to

the UK Capital Gains Tax regime, it is an opportune time for Human Capital business owners to

consider their options in 2023 whilst the current tax environment remains favourable.
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Gambit Corporate Finance

Key Points in Focus

• Gambit’s Human Capital expertise and dedicated research function enables us to identify off-market

acquisition targets and assess acquiror appetite, whilst our close-knit relationships with the private equity

market affords our client base targeted exposure to financial investors.

• Gambit’s detailed knowledge and insight into the Human Capital market enables us to advise on appropriate

valuation metrics and present opportunities to appropriate acquirors, targets and/or funders.

• We maintain regular dialogue with our international colleagues within Corporate Finance International (CFI),

sharing cross-border opportunities, sector trends and transaction insights, underpinning constructive

negotiation of transactions resulting in a commercial and optimal outcome.

• Gambit acts as an extension to senior management teams, with a service that is genuinely partner-led by like-

minded business owners, available 24/7 to discuss commercial issues or provide a sounding board, priding

ourselves on the strong, long-lasting and collaborative relationships we build with our clients.

• In an increasingly active M&A market, Human Capital business owners should look to utilise experienced

corporate finance advisors to support strategic decision making and maximise value realisation, leveraging the

current buoyant level of M&A market activity.

Gambit’s Added Value Approach

Benefits 

of 

Gambit

Key 

Services 

Include

• A team of highly experienced 

specialists

• Focussed on value creation and 

maximisation

• Commercial focus and attainment 

of shareholder objectives

• Significant cross-border capability 

as exclusive UK shareholder of CFI 

• Deal risk minimisation

• 24/7 availability

• Mergers & acquisitions

• Disposals 

• Management buy-outs

• Fundraising

• Development capital

• Debt advisory

• Private Equity advisory

• Refinancing 

• Value Maximisation Reviews

• Succession planning

• Strategic advice



Corporate Finance International

Gambit is the exclusive UK shareholder of CFI, a
global partnership of middle-market investment
banks and corporate finance advisory firms. With
over 250 professionals located in 30 offices
throughout the world, CFI members specialise in
cross-border acquisitions, disposals, capital raising,
and related services. CFI have advised on a
significant number of staffing sector deals and is
ranked number 19 in Europe and 27 globally by
Thomson Reuters for transactions valued up to €200
million.
www.thecfigroup.com

Gambit Corporate Finance

Established in 1992, Gambit is an independent
corporate finance advisory firm specialising in
advising private and public companies on mid-
market transactions in the UK and overseas.
With offices in London and Cardiff, Gambit is
widely recognised as a market leader in M&A
advice in the Human Capital sector having built
up detailed industry knowledge and an
enviable track record in deal origination and
execution.
www.gambitcf.com
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